CUITent wireless network standards perf 01111 user authentication. signaling and data encryption. as well as message integrity protection. by utilizing only symmetric key methods. However, as mohile networks are evolving into full-IP and the communication is envisaged to change from second generation (2G) person-to-person model to fourth generation (4G) machine-to-machine model, there is greater demand to provide more tlexible. reconfigurable and scalable security mechanisms that can advance in a many-to-many tlUst relationship model. Employing public key methods in many-to-many schemes drops the requirement for a secure channel to transfer keys between two communication panies. thus providing the appropriate scalability to the whole system. With a large number of different network technologies and operators. expected in the future mobile communications environment, that should frequently and seamlessly interwork with each other. and a constantly increasing population of communication pm1ies, capturing the full benefits of open channel key transfers and scaling public key methods requires Public Key Inti'astructure (PKI). In this paper. we discuss and investigate different ways to take advantage of a proposed PKI systcm. From the network side, we investigate how PKI can provide future interlintra mobile core network security. while li'om the user's perspective we prescnt solutions that far enhance authentication procedures and end-to-end communication model tlUSt. We show that PKI offers the appropriate framework to overcome symmetric key based security inefficiencies. providing powerful solutions to protect both network core signaling and user's data from potential intruders.
1.

INTRODUCTION
An identified security weakness in 2G systems is the absence of security in the core network. Originally, this was not a problem, since 2G networks were closed networks with very little interworking among different 2G operators and between 2G operators and the Internet. Nevertheless, in a future wireless communication environment, like 3G and beyond. that will require frequent interworking of many different network technologies and providers. there will also be a greater need for advanced security protection. Moreover. the introduction of IF, used not only for signaling traffic. but also for user traffic, as the network layer in the GPRS backbone network and later in the UMTS network domain, raises further reasons to worry about. The introduction of IP states not only a shift towards packet switching, but also a shift towards completely open and easily accessible networks. From a security point of view. a whole new set of threats and risks must be faced. For example, in next generation systems the protection of the core network signaling protocols will be a clear and essential requirement.
The adaptation of Public Key Infrastructure elements in future wireless networks will substitute long-term symmetric key relationships. with a flexible. recontigurable and scalable public key based mechanism. This will not only provide the appropriate level of interlintra operator trust, but it will also offer solutions that far enhance user-to-network confidence and end-toend security options.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of the current 3G-inter/intra security options and explain how PKI can adapt to existing architecture. In Section 3, we propose and analyze some solutions that can be implemented, to provide inter/intra operator trust, user-to-network and end-to-end security by taking advantage of PKI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.
EXISTING 3G CORE NETWORK SECURITY ANDPKI
2.1
Overview of 3G InterlIntra network Security
Global Mobile System (GSM) and Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) networks (Figure 1 ), use Mobile Application Part (MAP) protocol for the exchange of signaling messages between network Elements (NEs). User profile exchange. authentication. and mobility management are performed using MAP. MAP runs typically over the Signaling System Number 7 (SS7) protocol stack.
Figllre 1. UMTS Architecture 3GPP has also defined a mechanism for protecting the MAP protocol at the application layer [l], [2] . MAP may also be protected at the network layer when IP is used as the transport protocol. However. when internetworking with networks using SS7 -based transport is necessary, protection at the application layer shall be used. For this reason a new protocol header has been developed to protect MAP messages, much in the same way as the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol protects IP packets. This new protocol is called MAPsec. While MAP runs over SS7, MAPsec and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) always mn over IP (Figure 2 ). Therefore, it is assumed that nodes implementing MAPsec always have IP connectivity in addition to SS7 connectivity [21. In the 3GPP architecture MAPsec is typically running between two different network operators, and the same Security Associations (SAs) are shared by a number of NEs. The necessary MAPsec-SAs between networks are negotiated between the respective Key Administration Centers (KACs) of the networks. On the other hand, for native IP protocols, as in the GPRS backbone network [3] , security shall be provided at the network layer. The security protocols to be used are the IETF defined IPsec suite [4] . The UMTS network domain control plane is sectioned into security domains, which typically coincide with operator borders. The borders between the security domains are protected by Security Gateways (SEGs) as shown in Figure 3 . All network domain traffic shall pass though a SEG before entering or leaving the security domain. Taking that into account, Network Domain Security (NDS)/IP will only support tunnel mode IPsec SAs, ESP and main mode. SEGs shall offer capabilities for secure storage of long term keys used for IKE authentication, so NDSIIP will only support Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) SAs with pre-shared keys [5] .
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Only the inter-security domain SA IKE negotiations over the Za interface shall be mandatory, while the Zb interface is optional. Concluding, there is normally no NE-to-NE interface for NE belonging to different security domains.
Adding PKI to mobile networks
As we already mentioned, proposals and technical specifications for core network security in 3G, are based on IPsec. Agreements on keys and security associations are carried out on a bilateral basis between operators. Taking into account that the number of network elements of each operator increases and that the interworking between a high number of networks of different technologies will be more intense, a more scalable solution would be to replace those relationships with a PKI [6] , [7] . So secure communications can be achieved without having to generate and distribute long-term secret keys.
Comparing an asymmetric key system with a symmetric one, we note the following:
• The number of keys needed in a symmetric key system with n network elements communicating with each other is O(n 2 ). On the other hand, in a public cryptosystem. the corresponding need for keys is O(n). Therefore. when II increases, the costs in terms of key generation and distribution associated with the introduction of a new network element are quite different. In the symmetric model, we need to establish n new secret keys, while in the asymmetric case we only need 2 new keys (private + public) for any new network element.
• Pre-shared secrets are a ra ther inflexible way to provide authentica tion. A properly designed PKI, which supports digital certificates, will offer more dynamic, flexible and scalable mechanisms to issue certificates for new network elements and to revoke certificates that are no longer valid.
• One basic requirement and assumption in both GSM and UMTS, is that the Home Environment (HE) has to trust the Serving Network (SN), e.g. for the Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) procedure. However, in future systems, where many different technologies, owned by different network operators, must frequently and seamlessly intelwork, this is no longer the case. By introducing a Trusted Third Party (TTP) the requirement for bilateral trust is reduced.
• PKI can be used for authentication and symmetric key encapsulation and transport procedures, while derived symmetric session keys can be used to support confidentiality. Thus, we can by-pass the known public key cryptosystem disadvantages of key lengths and computational load.
• From the user scope, the implementation of public key algorithms in Mobile Stations (MSs) had been considered to be resource demanding. However, the increased processing requirements of IP capable terminals have driven towards high power computational platforms, which are now becoming ordinary in wireless devices. In addition, advanced standards such MExE and WAP have also moved forward to introduce public key methods. This development strengthens the assertion that PKI has become an acknowledged component of standards that deal with many-to-many, complex relationships.
FUl1hermore. as IP-based networks are introduced to serve a large variety of applications. that may involve many and different network/service operators. complex and flexible communication relationships are necessary. which in turn demand a complex trust model. In many cases. the communication paJties may not have pre-arranged security agreements. So. in order unknown partners perform mutual authentication and establish session keys, a public key based digital signature that is supported by a PKI will satisfy security needs. For example. a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) registration server, either proxy or redirect [3] . may not share any symmetric key with the User Equipment (UE). Instead. a digital signature may be an appropriate way to authenticate the proxy server.
Cel1ainly. the support of asymmetric key services by a wireless network requires the adaptation of some PKI elements. which are not necessarily part of the speculated network core. Figure 4 depicts the necessary PKI elements that should be included in the UMTS architecture. • There is one-at-Ieast digital certificate database, which stores all the digital certificates and is being managed by the PLMN's CA.
• There is one at least revoked certificates database (CRL-database), which is being managed by the PLMN's CA and is accessible from all network elements that belong to the mobile network core.
• Web servers or FTP servers can be used to store certificates and CRLs. Certificate revocation can be periodic or Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) based [8) .
• CAs, which belongs to different PLMN's issue (off-line) cross-reference certificates for inter-PLMN trust relationships [8) . For example in the case of two PLMNs with the corresponding certification authorities CAa & CAb, CAa issues Cert(CAa)CAa ' (the root certificate) and Cert(CAb}CAa. Respectively, CAb issues Cert(CAb)CAb and Cert(CA,,)CAb.
• Cross-Reference certificates are cached in local Security Gateways SEGs (which probably implement firewall policies among other things) on the borders of IP security domains. Every PLMN can use one or more SEG, in order to balance inter network traffic.
• Every network element possesses a key pair (private + public), and the corresponding digital certificate (intra-operator trust). NE's private key and the public key of the local CA are stored locally in a secure manner.
• If we are planning to extend PKI usage to the user, primarily for authentication and symmetric key encapSUlation, we can assume the following:
I Cert(X)y = Public key certificate of X with format X.509v3 (or subset) issued by Y.
• The USIM-4G smart card should be a crypto-card with good pseudorandom (or random) generation capabilities and in-built crypto accelera tor chip.
• Every subscriber possesses a key pair and his private key is stored in his USIM-4G card. The keys are associated with the user at registration time.
• Furthermore, the USIM-4G card is pre-loaded with all the CA's public keys, which exist in the particular PLMN.
PROPOSED PKI SOLUTIONS
PKI-based Intrallnter Future Network Domain Security
With network domain security we mainly mean secure communications between network elements. Thus, by introducing a PKI to a future wireless network we can use powerful protocols to protect signaling and user traffic both between inter-network and intra network elements.
Three connections have to be protected as shown in Figure 3 : 1. Za or SEG-to-SEG (inter-operator security), 2. Zb or SEG-to-NE (intra-operator security) and 3. Zc or NE-to-NE (intra-operator security).
One candidate for this task is IPsec [9], and IKE in particular. As we already mentioned, 3GPP currently uses pre-shared secrets for IKE phase I. This means that each NE has to be configured with a password that is associated with the remote system's IF address being authenticated. Note, however, that the keys to be used for encryption and authentication (SKEYID_ *), after the completion of phase I, have been generated solely based on the peer's IF address [10] . So, in scenarios where the IP address is dynamic, the responder cannot maintain pre-shared secrets indexed by an IP address that may not be known at that time. Remote access solutions are an example where the initiator's IP address may be different for each connection (road-warrior cases) [9] . Additionally, the main drawback in preshared secret key authentication is the lack of a secure and scalable mechanism for exchanging pre-shared secret keys. That is appropriate only in a rather small-scale environment with a restrained number of systems, in which the set of peers is known in advance. However, if a pre-shared secret key is compromised. there is no universal method to alelt the peer and launch a replacement.
An alternative solution based on PKL can overcome these shortcomings. According to this, IKE is used for key exchange over the Za, Zb and Zc interfaces, while the authentication could be based on digital signatures with celtificates instead of pre-shared secrets. The sequence of messages for this procedure is shown in Figure 5 . We note that, in such a case, the keys to be used for encryption and message authentication are generated based solely on the peer's nonce and Diffie-Hellman key value (SKEID = prf2 (Nonce_i I Nonce_r, DR_Key). For system authentication, a certificate request can be included to obtain the public key of the peer if the initiator does not already have it. The peer must have the other's public key to validate the signature and authenticate the peer in the third exchange (messages 5 & 6). Also, the use of certificates in such a scheme provides for non-repudiation [8] , [10 J.
Another solution, which benefits by the incorporation of PKI, is the use of SSLITLS to protect communications between security gateways and probably between NEs. SSLITLS is a flexible, session-oriented protocol that provides security at the transpolt layer, a higher layer in the TCP/IP stack than IP [11] . SSLITLS has many of the advantages of IPsec and the successful introduction of the protocol in the wired Internet has proved its usability and effectiveness. Likewise, SSLITLS can be part of an all-IP mobile environment. In this context, we provide below a short description of 1 Pseudo random function the necessary SSUfLS handshake protocol message exchanges between SEGa and SEGb, to protect the borders of different operators. 1. SEGa, acting as a client, initiates the connection with a Hello message.
which contains SEGa's security options and a session ID. 2. SEGb. acting as a server. replies with its Hello message. If SEGb support cryptographic and compression methods common to SEGa, those are included in its message. Otherwise, the connection is terminated. In addition. SEGb sends its 32-bit random number and a session ID. If the latter is equal to SEGa' s session ID it is implied that the parties are going to use security parameters agreed on a previous session (this is the session resumption option. which considerably speeds-up the overall process [11] . Otherwise, SEGb generates a fresh session lD number denoting a new connection. 3. SEGb sends its digital certificate to SEGa, along with the appropriate cross-certificate. in a certificate chain and requests SEGa's certificate, concluding its part of negotiation with a HelloDone Message. 4. Once SEGb' s certificate and cross-certificate have been validated, SEGa generates a pre-master secret, encrypts it using SEGb' s public key and sends the encapsulated key to SEGb. 5. SEGb validates SEGa's certificate chain and decrypts the pre-master secret by using its private key. 6. Both parties convert the pre-master secret into master secret. The master key will be used for ciphering and MAC computations.
7. SEGa and SEGb send CipherSpec + Finished messages to each other.
Note that the finished messages are cryptographically and integrity protected making use of previous Iy negotiated parameters.
PKI and wireless network user benefits
From the user's side. a PKl can support the appropriate reconfigurable infrastructure, which offers great flexibility and scalability in an all-IP wireless environment. In this way, we can provide for authentication and end-to-end security solutions. which far enhance the user's trust, in a continuously evolving environment.
It is still a common misbelief, that mobile devices are not ready for "hungry", in terms of memory and processing power. public key computations. However, that is partially true, since contemporary wireless devices are featuring advanced architectures with StrongArm processors up to 206MHz, memory capacities of 64MB RAM and 32MB ROM, SUppOlt for java applications and strong operating systems which can SUppOlt a variety of applications and protocols. Besides that. these trends has also driven smart cards toward more advanced architectures, all the way to where we are beginning to see 32-bit RISC-based ARM processors in smart cards.
These cards based on such modem chips from companies like Atmel and Infineon are just appearing in the market, and they can effectively store and protect the subscriber's private key, generate good pseudo-random values and take over of symmetric key (un)wrapping functions [8] . The mobile's device processor can efficiently carry out the rest of the calculations, needed by protocols like IPsec and SSLfTLS. Last but not least, wireless network speed is continuously increasing, thus offering the necessary bandwidth.
In an IP-enabled mobile device with the aforesaid characteristics, IPsec, can effectively secure authentication and user traffic, therefore, providing a secure end-to-end channel ( Figure 6 ). Once again, IKE with authentication based on digital certificates will be used instead of pre-shared secrets. Roadwarrior cases can also be effectively authenticated using this scheme. The first thing that the VPN client does is to establish a bi-directional IPsec Security Association (SA) with the head office server. IKE (ISAKMP) [12] defines the framework how the VPN client and server set up security associations. It does however require the use of digital signatures within the authentication section. This means that the VPN client and server must have IPsec public key certificates to be able to establish a security association.
Taking into account the aforesaid technological trends, SSLfTLS can similarly provide for user authentication and end-to-end security. Until now performance considerations in using SSLlTLS in a resource-constrained environment drove wireless designers to choose a different, incompatible and insecure gateway oriented security protocol for their mobile clients, like in the case of WAP (13), (14) . Provided that it is possible to develop a usable, in terms of performance, implementation of SSL for a handheld device, we can employ a more secure, flexible and reconfigurable Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) procedure for 4G systems [16] . The ASPeCT project [17] has demonstrated that public-key authentication is possible and GSM and UMTS applications can coexist on a single smart card. A recent study has also shown the feasibility of SSLffLS in handheld wireless devices [18] .
Moreover, the PLMN capability to pre-load an asymmetric key pair in the USIM-4G card combined with public key infrastmcture, allows the CAs to publish temporary certificates (attributes or service certificates) [8] , which will admit the user access to specific time-limited services and resources (19) . To be more specific, we present the following scenario:
"The user applies to the serving network to provide him a specific timelimit service and signs his request with his private key, which is stored in the USIM-4G. The request is forwarded to the local CA, which checks its validity and then publishes -on the fly-a tempormy signed by it which specifically designates the service type and its expiratioll time. The cerlificate is fO/warded back to the liser, who can use it correspondingly ill a SSUTLS protected channel, communicating with the provider of the specific service. One of the advantages of these cert(ficates having a short life, is that they will not usually need to be revoked alld will therefore /lot need to be included in any CRL. They may also 110t require revocation if they are issued in respect of a pre-paid subscription service. This mechanism can also support non-repudiation services."
CONCLUSIONS
As users rush to adopt IP technology and want mobile access to IP networks, they also become aware of the need for security features and protection of their privacy. The constantly increasing popUlation of users expects from wireless operators to provide features that will protect their data while in transit, safeguard their billing and customer information, and offer availability and quality comparable to that of the wired services. Thus, more flexible, dynamic and scalable mechanisms are necessary in order to support on-demand services and all-IP end-to-end solutions in a many-tomany trust model integrated with the Internet environment. In this paper, we proposed several alternative procedures based on PKI infrastructure introduced in the mobile network architecture for providing future inter/intra mobile core network security. enhancing authentication procedures and endto-end communication model trust. We showed that PKI offers the appropriate framework to overcome symmetric key based security inefficiencies, providing powerful solutions to protect both network core signaling and user's data from potential intruders.
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